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Do The Write Thing Essay

How has violence affected my life? What are the causes of youth violence? What can I do about youth violence? How violence affected my life is that it makes me feel sad because my cousin or uncle got killed because of violence and because I am also afraid of going outside in violent places because I think I am going to get shot. The causes of youth violence is especially teens or people around 25 up and 18 because what is causing this is the money and jobs. If these people are looking for jobs and they can't find some they start getting into gangs and drug dealing just to get money and this is what brings violence if there's no job. The other causes of violence is the gang's itself because when a gang member kills someone's family member they get mad and look for revenge and then it goes on like a virus bringing violence. What we can do for or about youth violence is first of all more jobs because that way people will get more money and be less interested in money and also wouldn't be that much of a worry and people will be
less concentrated in drugs or gang's because they are at least busy or have something to do at there job or in there life. The other thing that we can do about violence is have like a Neighborhood Reunion something like that and talk now about you can stop it.